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We’re Back 
Coronavirus Lockdown - lost count. Hallo again to everyone in their various tiers &  boltholes. 
Hard luck to those who have just teetered into Tier 3. Just when you thought it was safe to go to 
the hairdressers.  However, the good news is that - for those that feel comfortable - it’s still 
possible to throw open the door and go for a wrapped-up walk - with friends. (Although not all our 
friends are especially pleased with their outfit.)


UPDATE: Stepping Out walks are suspended temporarily while the nation sorts itself out - and 
anyway, it’s freezing - but we’re working hard on fabulous events round the country next year. 


So this is a mini-newsletter designed as a catch-up of recent proceedings and a look forward to, 
perhaps, something resembling “freedom” next year. Do hope it finds everyone safe, well and 
plotting their pigs-in-blankets for Christmas. Or vegetarian alternatives. This newsletter has gone 
mad with fairy light purchasing and will contend with nearby Stansted Airport as a brightly-lit 
runway if it’s not careful. But the need to celebrate feels urgent


STOP PRESS: a huge thank you to all those who came along on our Stepping Out Lightly 
walks this year, after such a long time under wraps. Not to mention the kindness and generosity of 
all those who helped us smash our Crowdfunder target for our new Stepping Out into Nature 
walks for those who are recommended fresh air, physical activity and friends by the NHS. This will 
allow us to put on a series of walks in Herts next year - AND to run pilots in Doncaster, 
Manchester and Kent too. 


But first, a quick run through the fun we’ve been having around the country with walks we 
squeezed in between lockdowns catching up with good friends, beautiful scenery and cake (with 
special thanks to Lesley in Kent for a Bake Off-worthy series of delicacies.)






Thank you to everyone - 

Manchester & Salford Ramblers, Doncaster Ramblers, North Herts South London 
Ramblers, White Cliffs Ramblers, Herts Help, Action Dacorum volunteers, who helped 
made these walks happen. 


You will find all these photos and many more, plus films and homage to Bernard,  on our 
Facebook Page. If you have a Facebook account do follow us and contribute your own 
photos, news, blogs and thoughts whenever you like. 


We will also be posting there our list of walks for 2021 in all areas. You’ll be the first to 
receive the news there (walks subject to tiers & lockdowns but hopefully not.)


https://www.facebook.com/carersstepout/


At the moment you will also find there  a beautiful story from our regular contributor 
Carole (“ancient, creaky, stick”) about one of her walks with her son Jay. We reproduce it 
here for those who do not have access to facebook. 


 

AN AUTUMN WALK WITH CAROLE AND JAY 

One of the pleasures of autumn and winter is making a stew and leaving it for hours in the oven. 
Easy-peasy, lots of veg and hardly any washing up afterwards. And a warm house to come home to 
after our walk. Lovely! 

https://www.facebook.com/carersstepout/


So, stew safely in the oven, we’re up here on the cold, windy top of the playing field, and there’s the 
faraway semicircle of hills before us. We have to stop. It’s too beautiful to just walk on by. My 
ability to be impressed is in fine fettle, but my memory for actual facts is getting a bit shaky. 

“Jay, what’s the name of the hill where all the wind turbines are?” 
“Scout Moor. Obviously” he says, with withering scorn. 
“Oh,” I say innocently. “I think you might have mentioned that before.” 
“I might have.” He tries, but can’t hide the fact that he’s smirking.  I threaten him with my stick.  

The ethereal group of tiny white windmills shine out, sunlit against a background of dark purple 
cloud, while to the left the hills themselves are dark: blue against paler clouds. What a sight!  

We’re on our way round our usual walk once again. The coronavirus is still with us, the politicians 
dictate what we can and can’t do, and ‘lockdown’ is now a real word used in many a conversation. 
Brexit looms, and the American election is in full swing. Human life is positively buzzing, like a 
big dangerous wasps’ nest out there. But still we go out for our walk, and still it calms and soothes 
us.  

A familiar acquaintance with an old border collie ambles up the path. He pauses. 

“When will it all stop?”  
“Who knows? How are you doing?” 
“Oh, I’m all right,” he says. He wants to tell us about What They Ought To Do, and I nod along; it’s 
the human contact that matters here, not an argument about who’s right. Tough old man, he’s 
probably been through worse.  

Jay strides onward. He isn’t really one for idle conversation with people he doesn’t know. I scamper 
after him.  

“Careful, you might fall over.” 
“Nah. Got my stick.” 
“The cat thinks it would be a laugh.” 
“She’s not here.” 
“She is. In spirit,” he says mysteriously. 

You can’t win with these conversations, so I don’t even try. Anyway, I bet the cat would laugh. 

Coming home, we open the front door and the house reaches out with a warm embrace; a wonderful 
savoury smell of stew greets us. 

So does the cat, looking pleased with herself, stretching out her back legs in that funny way cats 
have. She looks meaningful. She knows there’s chicken in that stew. 

The trees out there are bare now, elegant skeletons. Our walk was reassuringly familiar, and yet in a 
way we too feel stripped bare, like the trees. We just keep going. We know what happens to trees, in 
the Spring. 

c CaroleMartin 



Thanks to Kent Rambler Marion for beautiful pic.  

During Winter, our newsletters will resume as part of our Stepping Out/Staying in service 
to keep us going until we are able to offer our walks again in (probably) March. The 
newsletter will also follow our Facebook page in announcing dates and places for new 
walks in 2021 round the country which will include National Trust forests, wildlife parks, 
stately homes, seaside strolls, woodlands, lakesides, gardens, urban walks, canal paths 
and anywhere else our fancy takes us.

* The Audley End walk which was postponed this year will be reactivated - exact date tbc - 
offering carers and those they care for from Herts and Essex to join us for a special 
event featuring a walk and talk by award-winning wildlife writer, Simon Barnes, with free 
copies of his magnificent book: Rewild Yourself.

An antidote to TIERS AND LOCKDOWNS
A few examples of how we’ve been getting by. Contributed by fellow walkers. 

Cooking, turning 70 (Happy Birthday Bill), laughing







That is all for now.  

We wish you luck your 
Coronavirus tier for the time 
being and will be back with a 
special Christmas edition next 
month. If you are able to pop 
out on a beautiful winter 
walk yourselves do send us a 
picture to remind us of all 
the outdoor fun to come in 
2021. 

We are so aware that carers and those they support have 
been through extraordinary times. While the NHS and care homes have topped the news agenda, it 



is individual households that have shown stoicism, humour and can-do spirit to keep each other safe 
and well as much as they possibly can. We can’t wait to see you again.  

Bernard sends best regards and so do we.  


